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Message from the Founder

Message from the
Founder

from ticket sales that were so vital to the operational
costs to run the entire Centre. Despite all the hardship,

New Year Resolutions by Dr (Hons.)
Wong Siew Te, D.J.N.

I am glad that we have thrived these two years of

Happy New Year my dear friends!

helps, and because you believed in us! I will never say

difficulties and are able to welcome the New Year. We
made it this far because of your support, generous
enough thank you to all funders, especially Hasanah

I am sure everyone agrees with me that the year 2021

Foundation and Sime Darby and not forgetting our sun

has been a challenging year for all of us because of the

bear adopters. These financial supports are so crucial

devastating COVID-19 pandemic. Almost everyone has

during 2021. Without your help, we definitely will not

been affected by this pandemic that lasted for the past

last the second year of the pandemic.

two years and sees no sign of eliminating this virus by
the end of 2021. During the past two years, millions

BSBCC remained closed to the public during the first ten

of unfortunate people have lost their lives from the

and a half months of 2021 but its internal operations

COVID-19 virus including people we knew. Besides the

remained unchanged. For a long period in 2021, our

impact of the pandemic, several states across West

staff had to break into two teams with alternating teams

Malaysia have been affected by the worst flood ever,

on duty as a precaution against the pandemic. At the

displaced ten of thousands of residents in mid-December.

same time, many of our officers worked from home to

In short, life is hard in 2021 for many of us!

comply with the standard operating procedure set by
the government. I wanted to thank our dedicated staff

Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC) has

and volunteers who have been working tirelessly to the

been closed to the public in response to the Malaysian

upkeep of our rescued sun bears and maintaining our

government’s Movement Control Order (MCO) to control

facilities. Although I am the founder and C.E.O. of the

18th,

Centre, it is them who conduct all the daily tasks and

the pandemic from March

2020, until October

23rd,

2021. During the closure, we have lost all the revenue
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in the second half of the year, BSBCC reopened to the

schedule in 2021 despite its closure to the public most of

public on 23rd October 2021 after 18 months of closure.

this year. On 10th January 2021, we released two of our

The new ticketing and shop building have significantly

rehabilitated sun bears, Sunbearo and Loki into Tabin

improved visitors’s shopping experience. It was the

Wildlife Reserve. Unfortunately, Sunbearo’s satellite

moment of rejoice when the visitors started coming

signals were found to be static on

27th

January. He was

back, hope is on the horizon to welcome the visitors!

found dead on the 31st January 2021. We suspected
that he was killed by a resident bear in Tabin Wildlife

Personally speaking, 2021 was a challenging year for my

Reserve. Whereas Loki’s satellite collar suffered from a

health as I was diagnosed with a severe form of dengue

malfunction with no signal ever received. The outcome of

fever called “severe dengue shock syndrome” in mid-

this release was disheartening but it did not discourage

April and was admitted to the Intensive Care Unit. I am

us from working hard to help the sun bears. By March,

extremely lucky to be able to discharge from the hospital

the condition of Betung, the super malnourished sun

after a week of treatments. I am extremely grateful to

bear cub we rescued six months earlier was growing

the doctors and nurses who saved my life during that

and progressing well. We also had a big suprise on the

critical moment. It made me value “life is short, live

20th

May when we found Bintang, a female

it to the fullest” even more! We have to maximize and

sun bear, giving birth to a sun bear infant who we

contribute our efforts to help wildlife, the environment,

named “Luna”. Luna has to be hand-raised starting on

and society while we can before it is too late!

morning of

the 8th day because of life-threatening complications.
She is now seven months old and growing well under

In 2008, I founded the BSBCC to help Sabah Wildlife

good care. At the turn of this New Year, BSBCC is home

Department to conserve sun bears through holistic

to 44 sun bears.

approaches. This project is ambitious and challenging but
with the help from so many people across the world, we

We celebrated the International Sun Bear Day online
16th

have come far after 14 years of hardworking. Although

with several activities including a virtual

the pandemic impacted us hard, I believe “whatever

tour of BSBCC hosted by me and the book launch of

doesn’t kill us will make us stronger”. The biggest hope

the Wildlife Wong and the Orangutans written by Dr.

I have for this New Year, like everyone else, is we can

Sarah Pye. Besides this book, Sarah also published two

win this war against the COVID-19 pandemic so that life

other Wildlife Wong book series in 2021: Wildlife Wong

can resume normally for everyone.

on May

and the Sun Bear, and Wildlife Wong and the Pygmy
Elephants. Sarah and I also conducted the Saving Sun

We have a lot of plans for BSBCC and the bears in

Bear Book Club meets once a month throughout the

the future. Hopefully, with your continuous support

year. The pandemic did not slow us down to raising

and subside of the pandemic in this New Year, we can

awareness for sun bears. In 2021, I have authored and

accomplish even more to conserve sun bears and their

co-authored five scientific papers published in peer-

habitat. Once again, I am grateful to all donors, sun

reviewed scientific journals and written three articles

bear adopters, volunteers, staff, fans, and followers to

for magazines on sun bears and forest ecology; I have

make our work possible! Thank you!

delivered three presentations in online conferences and
given ten online talks. BSBCC and the sun bears were also

I wish you a Happy New Year! May the New Year bring

featured in five visual media like in BBC Eden: Borneo

happiness, joy, peace, and safety to all beings on Earth!

and BBC Earth Podcast, and additional 19 newspaper
articles. I also hosted many online “virtual tours” for

Best wishes,

viewers across the world to “visit” BSBCC virtually and

Wong,

learn about the sun bears and the rainforest.

Dr (Hon) Wong Siew Te, D.J.N.
准拿督黃修德荣誉博士

As of the development of the Centre, the construction

C.E.O and Founder,

of our new ticketing and shop building was completed

Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre

in early 2021. With the COVID-19 situation improved

email: wongsiew@hotmail.com
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Message from the Founder

BSBCC continued to conserve sun bears with a busy

4
Bear Story

Bear Story

Luna: The Adventure Begins
It’s a BIG day! Luna, our captive-born sun bear cub, is
finally six months old today!
Luna is a gentle and playful bear cub. The cub keeper
provides her with different types of enrichment in her
den to encourage her natural bear behaviour and to fill
her day. As much as she loves to try everything new, she
will remain alert when she sees the new enrichment for
the first time, and she will paw it to figure the enrichment

Image: Sun bears are superb climbers. They climb trees to take naps, feed on fruits
and invertebrates, and look for honeybees.

out before exploring it.

Bringing Luna to the forest walk is a routine that allows

A simple enrichment can get her through a day! Luna

the forest happily, hops around, unable to conceal her

her to learn forest skills. Every day, Luna walks into

likes to play with towels and she will bring the towel with
her when she wants to sleep. When Luna is awakened
by noise, she will hide in the basket or stay behind, and
look around, checking the surroundings.

excitement. Luna likes to stop and explore along the
way, she will sniff, dig and forage everywhere! However,
Luna has soil eating behaviour, she will dig into the soil
and taste it. Luna’s climbing skills are improving with
daily practice in the forest. She picks her favourite trees
then climbs up to the trees to dig and tear them up.
Sometimes she climbs and crosses over to another tree
too.
Luna is still growing and learning forest skills. Although
she might still have a long way to go, it’s fantastic to see
her transformation during the process. We will continue
to do our best to make sure she grows healthy and
enjoys a fulfilling life as a sun bear.

Image: Sun bears have large, sickle-shaped claws that enable them to grip onto
trees.
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We are delighted to share with you some recorded videos of Luna. Please tap or scan the QR codes to enjoy these

Luna 186th day old. She is showing off her climbing

Luna 198th day old and 10.6kg. She is always active and

skills!

looking for food in the forest.

Luna climbs down from a tree, after hearing the male

Luna is feeding on ants in the forest.

orangutan’s long call.

No words to describe how agile a sun bear is. Luna in

Luna is very determined to get what she wants! Sun

play mode.

bears use their strong teeth from a young age to tear
apart wood and expose termite nests and feed on them!

The Sun Bear Voice
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wonderful videos.
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Bear Story

Into The Blue

extra care is given to ensure that Ronnie Boy gets the

Ronnie (also known as Ronnie Boy) is one of the forty

best diet possible under BSBCC’s care. He went from

-three residents Bornean Sun Bears at BSBCC.

just merely eating fruits and rice, to being feed with a
variety of foods from fruits, vegetable, eggs and many

of March 2014, Ronnie Boy

more to keep him healthy. Today, Ronnie Boy is 15 years

was among the five sun bears that were involved with the

of age, still healthy, muscular and looking charming with

‘transfer activity’ from Lok Kawi Wildlife Park to BSBCC.

his pair of beautiful bright blue eyes.

On the eventful night of

10th

While the history of Ronnie Boy ending up with human
beings remains unknown, he spent approximately eight
years of his life at a resort in Tawau with Diana, another
rescued sun bear at BSBCC.
As an exhibit to the resort’s visitors, the both of them
spent the early years of their lives in a small concretefloored cage. The owner of the resort then decided to
hand over both Ronnie Boy and Diana to Sabah Wildlife
Department in July 2013, and they were housed in Lok
Kawi Wildlife Park for slightly more than seven months
before the transfer activity was carried out.
Even though Ronnie Boy was assumed to be eight years
of age and he also appeared to be a physically healthy
and muscular adult male Bornean sun bear, he was still
subjected to a health check upon his arrival at BSBCC for
safety reasons, as it gives us a better chance of prevent
and treat any possible illnesses, both immediately and
in the future.
As a result of thorough health examination, he was
found to have a heart condition. In view of his condition,

The Sun Bear Voice
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into the forest but it has not been fruitful. The anxiety

Sun bears are solitary individuals in nature but he does

of stepping into the forest enclosures from the guillotine

not seem to be fazed by the sight of other male bears

door often got the best of him, the outside world probably

nearby. He often spends his time relaxing in his den,

seems to be too foreign for him, as he has been brought

sitting on the edge of the basket provided, clinging on to

up living in an indoor environment from a young age,

the bars with his forelimbs while resting his head against

and it is now what he is familiar with. He still considers

one of his forelimbs. Besides the basket, Ronnie Boy

the concrete flooring and metal bars as his safe heaven.

loves to hook on hammocks, he would lie down in his
beloved hammock with his head resting on the edge.

We may be heading into the blue but for as long as

In that position, he would quietly observe the keepers

Ronnie boy is under the care of BSBCC, efforts will made

and volunteers who happen to walk past his den. While

for him, so that someday his paws might feel the earth

he is always in a fairly relaxed state, he gets excited

and grass while his body soaks up the sunshine and rain.

when environmental enrichment is provided to him. He
is so patient in nature and would spend hours figuring

We hope that someday Ronnie Boy will experience the

things out and interacting with complex environmental

world like any other wild Bornean sun bear!

enrichment.
Although Ronnie Boy is always calm in the bear house,
he does have an issue that troubles him. For years, the

Text by Pradeep Aggi Gunasegaran
Photos by Chiew Lin May & Seng Yen Wah

bear care team has been trying to release Ronnie Boy

Image: Ronnie Boy sitting at the training pen, a space that is just adjacent to our forest enclosure.
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Ronnie Boy has always been a calm adult male bear.

BSBCC VIDEO

8

or scanning the QR codes below.
What a day at BSBCC! Noah the male adult sun bear

Sun bear making a tree nest at BSBCC. Sun bears are

built a tree nest on top of a tree. Nano the other male

by far the most arboreal bear species in the world. They

sun bear tried to check out Noah’s nest but Noah refused

really make good use of this rainforest as their home.

to allow him to climb up the tree.

Sun bears are by far the most arboreal bear species in

Checking here and there for blood sucking leeches! Like

the world. Watch Romolina’s skills as she moves from

humans, sun bears also maintain their hygiene well in

tree to tree. Are they smart or what?

the forest.
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For those of your who have missed our informative and educational videos, you can now enjoy the videos by tapping

9

BSBCC was also featured in these online news:

Saving Sun Bear Book Club:
November and December 2021

•

[Podcast] Enchanting Sabah: Exploring Borneo

Catch up with the monthly Saving Sun Bears Book

with Sarah Lian. Just Animals. 25th November 2021.

Club Virtual meeting for the November and December

https://podbay.fm/p/just-animals/e/1637820000

sessions by scanning or clicking the QR codes below.

•

[Video]

Enchanting

Sabah:

Exploring

Borneo with Sarah Lian. Tatler Malaysia. 29th
December

2021.

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=sSRslDSrW7M&t=44s

Image: Saving Sun Bear Book Club monthly virtual meeting on the
10th of November 2021.

Images: Enchanting Sabah: Exploring Borneo with Sarah Lian.

Image: Saving Sun Bear Book Club monthly virtual meeting on the
09th of December 2021.
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BSBCC in the News

BSBCC Corner
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Volunteers & Internships

Volunteers & Internships

Internship at BSBCC

BSBCC currently houses 43 rescued and one captive-

international institutions for their internship at the

born sun bears in our two bear houses and a quarantine

Centre. Interns will have the opportunity to learn about

facility. Each day, the captive sun bears are provided

the rehabilitation of once captive sun bears. Interns will

with ample food and activities to stimulate healthy bear

also study the importance of bear enrichment and of

behaviour. Volunteers and interns help our keepers to

cleanliness of the facility. They will also be provided with

achieve our goals in looking after the welfare of these

a rare opportunity to learn about the behaviours of this

bears and helping them in their rehabilitation process.

little-known species up close.

BSBCC Volunteer Programme

BATs group

BSBCC continues to receive help from volunteers across

The BATs group programme at BSBCC will learn about

the world. The BSBCC volunteer programme, conducted

sun bear ecology, helping in basic building techniques

in collaboration with APE Malaysia, has been active up

and develop their skills in teamwork and leadership

to mid-March 2020, before the COVID-19 pandemic

skills in the challenging environment.

BSBCC

welcomes

students

from

any

local

and

has put a hold on the programme until further notice.
Volunteers in this programme were supervised by
BSBCC staff with much-appreciated assistance from
the APE Malaysia team. Besides helping the keepers
in caring for the bears at the Centre, volunteers also
helped to spread awareness on the plights of sun bears

If you would like to make a difference and enjoy the
experience of a lifetime, please join us. Learn about our
volunteer programme on our website www.bsbcc.org.
my/volunteer.html or email us at info.bsbcc@gmail.com
for further enquiries.

through the education booth at our visitor Centre. Let’s
hope that the COVID-19 pandemic will end quickly so
everyone can come and contribute as volunteers and
interns.

The Sun Bear Voice
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Volunteer Story

Crystal’s Volunteer Story
by Ng Wei Ling
Hello, I have always wanted to have a volunteer
experience since I was little but never got the chance.
Coming to BSBCC is my first volunteer experience and
it turns out to be really great! When I first arrived at
Bjorn Hala, it looks scary for me because I arrived at
night and Bjorn Hala looks like a haunted wooden house
without any lights. In fact, it held the warmest memories
during my time there and the dogs there is such good
companion especially at night for a toilet trip.
Image: Types of enrichment.

For a city girl like me, it was really difficult to work in the

So, before that, we do what we can to conserve. In the

forest with all the small animals like leeches, spiders and

bear house, we prioritize the welfare of the bears. The

centipedes and also a lot of insects like cockroaches,

routine work at the bear house in the morning is cleaning

mosquitoes, ants and many more weird looking insects

bear cages while after lunch we will make enrichment

which I do not know the name. I almost gave up after

for the bears. I have learned to make some small

volunteering for a week but I am grateful that I did not.

enrichment but I prefer to build structure enrichment

As I progressed through, I have gained knowledge and

because small enrichment will have to deal with lot of

understanding of wildlife conservation and its challenges.

ants.

The sad truth is that poaching is still happening not just
in Malaysia but all around the world and there is no

Whilst, structure enrichment is more exciting as it

telling how long those rehabilitated bears could survive

involved cutting, sawing, and drilling. Considering it as

in the wild despite being trained and evaluated fit for the

a life skill?

wild. On the other hand, human development (industrial
and residential development) is not going to stop and
there are no enough forest reserve left to release the
bears. I can only hope that one-day humans and wildlife
can co-exist.

Image: Enrichment making session.
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Image: David (BSBCC’s senior bear keeper) helping me to build these structural
enrichment.
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Finally, I really appreciate and thankful for the time that I

up with the idea of building structure enrichment. I was

have spent here working with bears and also all the bear

not sure if the bears will like it but I got a lot of guidance

house staff who made my first volunteering experience

from my buddy, David, and he also suggested giving it

amazing! At the end of my volunteering time, all the

to Chin, an adult female sun bear. I was so glad that

struggles were nothing when compared to the positive

Chin like it and actually play with it.

values and experiences that I have gained.

Image: Setting up a hanging bridge for Chin.

Image: The work is almost done.

Image: Crystal (left) together with BSBCC’s bear care team
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Volunteer Story

So, when I was asked to make an enrichment, I came

Adoption Programme
corporation by adopting a sun bear or buying a gift for
our sun bears (such as: medicine, food, or toys) to show
you care and support the valuable work of BSBCC.
Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about sun bears
while helping BSBCC meet the costs of rehabilitation.
Funds raised by the adoption program are used to
provide and create a better living condition for all of our
bears.

1. Adventure Management

45. Lily Shuttleworth

Team

46. Lim Fang Shin

2. Akmal Mohd Isa

47. Loh Chuan Kwong

3. Alex & Joe

48. Low Ghee Bee

4. Andres Garnet Johnson

49. Low Ghee Hong

5. Anja Roedel

50. Mary Hickman

6. Annina Öhman

51. Maureen Sunn

7. Anushta Sivananthan

52. Michele Capron

8. Anya & Leonie Nordinson 53. Mike Morris
9. Arthur Wong Kui Zan

54. Ng Mae Lin

10. Brenda Gurney

55. Ngow Foundation

11. Camilla Fraticelli

56. Niki Chin

12. Caroline Marchand

57. Niko

13. Ch’ng Beng Keat

58. Nola Moore

14. Chong Nyuk Soon

59. Oliver & Amelie

15. Chris

60. Oliver & Sofia Fox

16. Chua Eng Wee

61. Paul Day

17. Claire Kredens

62. PD Dr. Andreas Eisenreich

18. Colin Davidson

63. Peter Kelly

19. Daniel Addison

64. Peter Shadix

20. Diana Anak James

65. Pok & Vicky

Junau

66. Pusat Tuisyen Minda Fokus

21. Elizabeth Tan

67. Rachel Martinez & Misha

22. Emma Gray

Sweeney

23. ES01 Blue

68. Richard Browne

24. Faith Martineau

69. Rob & Kris

Adopt our Share Bears now!

25. Foo Hui Yee

70. Roslyn & Wesley Mulcahy

Show your supports to our Centre to take care of the

26. Gareth Thomas

71. Ruby, Louis & Joe

world’s smallest bears by adopting one of the following

27. Grant Albert

72. Ruth McDonald

bears below:

28. Harry Holland

73. Samantha, Samuel &

29. Heather Morton

Shawn Han

30. Hilary Wipperman

74. Sarah Pye

31. Hollie Gunn

75. Shirley Choong

32. Irene Lee

76. Sofie

33. Iris

77. Taylor Gallagher

34. Jacky Leong & Sook

78. Tenn Phillips

Chin Yip

79. Terran Tull

35. Jaclyn Park

80. Terri Yeager

36. James Kerr

81. Tioh Beng Siong

37. Jane Kostelnyk

82. Ulrike Leppert

38. Jenny

83. Veronica Lenz

39. Jodie Sutcliffe

84. Wong Bing Haw

40. Kara Huggins

85. Yvonne Eisner

41. Karen Turner

86. Zbynek Cernik

42. Katarina Carlfark

87. Zoe & Chloe

43. Kate Logan

88. Zsófi Török & Dániel

44. Lesley M Randall
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Adoption Programne

Welcome a sun bear into your family, class, club or

November/December 2021 Share Bear
adopters

OM adopted by Julie Clemitson (November 2021)

OM adopted by Julie Clemitson (December 2021)

NANO adopted by Andrey Chernov & Natalia Rassokhina (December 2021)

To all our supporters, donors and adopters, all of your supports (such as: monetary, morale, hope and prayers) do
mean a lot to us, especially during this time of the COVID-19 pandemic. Your kindness will be forever in our mind,
and will help us to persevere in our fight for the sun bear cause. Thank you!

Scan or click this QR code to buy gift or
adopt one of our sun bears.

The Sun Bear Voice
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November/December 2021 My Bear Adopters
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Bear Shop
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Cotton cap: Green

Microfiber cap: Blue/
Green

Microfiber cap: Black/Red

Microfiber cap: Black/
Orange

Price: RM33

Price: RM33

Price: RM33

Cotton cap: Grey

Hat

BSBCC Car Logo Sticker

Embroidery Badge Logo

Price: RM33

Price: RM38

Price: RM6

Price: RM15

Canvas bag: Logo

Canvas bag: Sunbearo

Canvas bag: Save sun bear

Badge pin

Price: RM45

Price: RM45

Price: RM45

Price: RM15

Price: RM33

Please click or scan on the QR code
for the order form
if you are interested in purchasing
our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon
confirmation of purchase.
2. Additional charges for shipping
will be incurred.

Rattan bamboo bracelet

Rimba card game

Price: RM24

Price: RM115

The Sun Bear Voice

‘Limited Edition’ Print of
Bornean Sun Bear
Price: RM300

Volume 9, Number 1
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

T-shirt: I Belong to the
Forest Unisex

T-shirt: Tongue Unisex Dry
Fit

T-shirt: Chestmark Unisex
Dry Fit

Price: RM62

Price: RM55

Price: RM55

Price: RM55

Logo Unisex T-shirt

T-shirt: Save Sun Bear

Soft toy: Handmade bear

Soft toy: Standing bear

Price: RM55

Price: RM55

Price: RM120

Price: RM38

Soft toy: Sitting bear

Coin bag

Magnet card

Keychain Carving

Price: RM35

Price: RM25

Price: RM25/EA

Price: RM9

Polo Unisex Shirt
Colour: Black / Grey

The Sun Bear Voice
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Saving Sun Bears: One
Man’s Quest to Save A
Species

Wildlife Wong and the Sun
Bear

Wildlife Wong and the
Orangutan

Wildlife Wong and the
Pygmy Elephant

Price: RM100

Price: RM38

Price: RM38

Price: RM38

The Wild Treehouse of
Borneo

River of Borneo

The Sun Bear’s Food Hunt

I Belong to the Forest

Price: RM45

Price: RM12.90

Price: RM50

Price: RM45

Animal Story Bundle Book
(English version)

Animal Story Bundle Book
(Chinese version)

Beautiful Borneo
Colouring Book

Price: RM51.60

Price: RM51.60

Price: RM25

The Sun Bear Voice
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Donors & Contributors
kind and financial support from various individuals
and agencies. We acknowledge the continuous support
from the following contributors (November / December

Vaidyam Leelu Kedar

•

Yong Yew Choon

•

Vineet Jayadevan

•

Yvonne Eisner

•

Wagner Silveira

•

Zhi Min Low

•

Wong Meng Li

•

Zhu Xun

•

Yaw Qi Yan
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Funders

2021):
•

Adam Pye

•

John Hechtel

•

Alexandra Howes

•

John Taylor

•

Amanda Schaffner

•

Jorger Julian Plascentia

•

Anne Mapson

Lliteras

•

Bilgesu Dogan

•

June Heilman

In 2021, YAYASAN SIME DARBY

•

Biljana Markova

•

Kathleen Giel

Brenton Head

•

Kavitha Aruljothi

sponsored

•
•

Catharine S Keyes

•

Kevin Hannon

•

Celestine Liew

•

Kristen Buckley

•

Chooi Lan Ng

•

Laura Morgan

•

Christina Koerting

•

Lee Chin Sien Samantha

•

Christina Thain

•

Leong Mei Foong

to fund us RM800,000 for the year

•

Christine Das

•

Lesley Carson

2022 which will cover operational and

•

Christine Koerting

•

Lilian Vetch

Christopher Chacksfield •

reintroduction costs.

•
•

Cik Siti Nur Zahirah

•

Lora Monflis

•

Cinzia Moncini

•

Marilyn Charlene Monti

granted

•

Clark Naomi

•

Mashama binti Lampok

2020 and 2021 that covered bear

•

Colin Hoare

•

Michaela Ritzheimer

•

Davis Ja

•

Micheal / Chu Yuan, Chi

food expenses, veterinary care and

•

Deborah Morrow

Boa

•

Diana Larson

•

Micheal Grunberger

•

Elaine Mays

•

Michelle Hockenbury

•

Eliane Duthoit

•

Michelle Phoong

•

Elina Teplinsky

•

Mun Cheong

the period of 1 year up to August

•

Elizabeth Claire

•

Olivia Jessica Peter

2022.

Reichstein

•

Pamela Xin Yi

•

Eu Yeok Siew

•

Pavel Berkovich

•

Felicity Chacksfield

•

Rachel Davies

•

Fiona Mitropoulos

•

Ralf Wottrich

Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan Labuk, 90000

•

Gail Hecmanczuk

•

Robert Warren

Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia

•

Gavin Thomson

•

Samantha Rudofsky

Postal address:

•

Gry N

•

Sara Prados

PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia.

•

Hazel M Watts

•

Sejal Patel

Hazney binti Ibrahim

•

Sim Jonathan

Contact number: +6 089 534 491

•
•

Heather Morton

•

Simon Chacksfield

•

Holly Yeagle

•

Sook Yuen Yan

•

Hui Yee Foo

•

Stephen November

•

Hum Huey Li

•

Susan White

•

Ines Raimondo

•

Tan May Leng

•

Jack Ladenheim

•

Tanya Stevenson

•

James F Felts

•

Tenniel Phillips

•

Jan Kuehnhausen

•

Teoh Saw Ling

•

Jason Woolgar

•

Teresa Grieveson

•

Jennifer Logan-Porter

•

Teresa Rivas

•

Jens Soderlund

•

The Lacrose Foundation

The Sun Bear Voice

We would like to extend our gratitude to the following
funders who has been supporting us in many ways
through this difficult time:

that

BSBCC

covered

RM600,000

personnel

administrative

costs

costs,

and

vehicle

maintenance costs. We are thankful
that the foundation is continuing

Lisa Sollet

HASANAH

FOUNDATION

BSBCC

RM330,000

has
for

labour costs which helped to continue
taking care of our rescued sun bears.
The

foundation

continues

funding

the Centre another RM500,000 for
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